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Veteran, Vintage and Classic Vehicle Insurance. 
 

Finding the right kind of insurance can be hard, especially when you own a rare and valuable vehicle 
that has unique insurance needs. 

There are a number of things you should consider when looking for insurance for your special vehicle. 

Make sure the policy has an Agreed Value option. This allows you to include extras such as any work 
that has been done to restore or improve its condition, that wouldn’t usually be considered in a       
standard market value. 

The option of Salvage retention is especially important for owners of veteran, vintage or classic        
vehicles, as this feature allows owners to keep the wreck after an accident as a potential to rebuild or 
a source of parts. Please review conditions of this carefully as with some insurers there is an extra 
cost involved or the vehicle has to be of a certain age. 

Many restorers of veteran, vintage or classic vehicles require cover for vehicles under restoration. 
Make sure your vehicle is covered on and off the road. Other policy features such as choice of re-
pairer are also worth considering. 

The most important thing to remember is to always read your policy documents and weigh up all the 
pros and cons, financial or otherwise,  because only you can decide what cover is best for your        
vehicle. 

NRMA Insurance will take as much care of your classic vehicle as you do. 

 

Our Veteran, Vintage and Classic Vehicle Insurance policy is designed for vehicles used for hobby 
and recreational purposes and includes cover up to the agreed value, faultless excess and retention 
of salvage after an accident (for vehicles manufactured prior to 31/12/1980). 

As a bonus, you may be eligible for NRMA Traveller Care, at no extra cost for vehicles over 15 years 
of age that break down more than 100kms from home within Australia. This gives you extra help if 
you run into problems away from home, and provides accommodation, car rental and an extended 
towing service. Subject to certain conditions. 

Give us a call on 1800 646 605 or visit our website at www.nrma.com.au to discuss your vehicle’s 
insurance needs. 
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DON’T FORGET........ 

ALL CHRYSLER DAY 

Club Runs 2013 

Contact : Craig Downes - 0409 779 430 or Col Money 0418 696 830 for information on runs and to let them know if you might be 
going. For Coffee Runs contact Mike Sidney 0434 023 815 for dates & time

 

October 7       Meeting - Brian Wunsch Centre 128 Avoca Rd Wakeley - 8.00 PM 
October 20  All Chrysler Day – Fairfield Showgrounds Smithfield Road  
   www.allchryslerday.com 
October 28    Highlands Motorfest at Bowral.  

November 4      Meeting - Brian Wunsch Centre 128 Avoca Rd Wakeley -  8.00 PM 
November 10  Mopar Rumble – Sydney Dragway Eastern Creek  
November 24  Christmas at Chipping Norton Lakes. Meet 10 am at venue 

Well we can’t think of any where to go !! 

That’s right…..believe it or not, after years and years and years of thinking of 
places for us to go for a Club Run, the Committee is actually finding it a little 
difficult. 

Personally, I think they’re all just “soft”, but because I have this quarter 
page to fill, I figured I’d use it to beg our members to at least (perhaps) try 
and suggest somewhere that might be a decent place to go for a Club Run. 

It doesn’t need to be too involved….”where would you like to go for a 
drive” ?? Is there a car show or event that might be useful as a run ? Craig 
and Col have volunteerd yet again to do events, so how about we actually 

give them a hand. Please…..PLEASE….. Think about it.    Peter. 

       You Want Club Runs ? 

SUNDAY 20th OCTOBER 2013 

Fairfield Showground, NSW 

It’s coming up to that time of the year again folks.....the 2013 A.C.D. 

As one of the organising Clubs it’d be great to see as many members as possible 

on the day, along with their mighty Vals. If you’re thinking of coming and would 

like to park with the Club, perhaps give Craig or Colin a bell to let them know 

you’ll be there, otherwise just “rock up” and we’ll see what we can do. 

The A.C.D is a great show to catch up with other members of the Club, talk R&S 

stuff till the cows come home and - I guess - have a look as some of the many 

other great looking Chryslers that will be there.  

September 2       Meeting - Brian Wunsch Centre 128 Avoca Rd Wakeley - 8.00 PM 
September 15  Punt Run (Wisemand Ferry). Contact Craig. 
September 29    Venue to be announced—contact Mike sidney.  
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    President’s Message 
    Colin Kenny—Levick 

 

Spring is in the air. It’s a time when Valiant owners come out of hibernation, do that 

much needed oil change and get out and enjoy driving our cars. It’s also a time to do 

those repairs or restorations we couldn’t do when the sun was going down just after 

4.30pm, and we would get home after dark.  

Speaking of restorations, Mike Sidney bought a Smiths sliding lever heater with a Bosch 

fan / heater core which was in pretty average condition that he showed me recently. I remembered that I had one of 

these units in my shed with a few parts he didn’t have on his. I was pleased to see it going to do  service on a car. I get 

great pleasure from giving someone that part the helps complete their project. I believe these things are better on a car 

than in a shed or box somewhere. 

One of my favorite articles I have read in recent times is “6 Degrees of Separation” provided by Chantal     Sneddon – a 

consistent contributor to this magazine. I love to read about the early days of the Valiants,         especially Australian arti-

cles. Reading about Betty Barter (nee Morgan) and her part in the Valiant launch gave me goose bumps. What an amaz-

ing lady and she achieved so much more than this small single event, but yet it was a big deal for us. I won’t spoil it. Read 

the article. 

Peter Morthen and Mike Sidney chime in with a few restoration tips and “Did you know” bits that add to our knowledge 

and are always worth the read. There are also some pics of John Pulo with his hands in Palmolive (you’re soaking in it! – 

Madge, if you are old enough to remember the TV ad ) washing some door handles.  

Long time member, Ziggy Osiadacz, provides a great story on the restoration of his S. He has gone down the modified 

path and cleverly assembled a car that looks and performs brilliantly. Having taken 25 years to get my R series restored, I 

can sympathize with his 27 year odyssey. Nice one Ziggy. Looking forward to Part 2 of your story. Warwick Nicklin will 

keep you updated on the 6th National Rally. Many have given their time to this event, but none more than Warwick. It 

may prove to be the biggest gathering of these Valiant’s ever staged. Stay tuned! 

The inspection run was a good day (Thanks for the coffee Claire McCurley) with all three cars passing             inspection!  

After doing service at Peter Morthen’s place when he tidied up the engine bay in his now departed S Series, my engine 

crane and stand are now over with Paul McCurley helping him doing some much needed under hood repairs and repaint-

ing. You can read about his trials and tribulations in his article “It’s About Time.” 

We welcome our newest member John Lambkin from Tintinhull (“Where?”, I hear you ask). Always great to add to our 

family. Welcome John. 

Peter notes a couple of cars for the register, but I must take exception with his description of the “R”. He mentions it has 

had a couple of changes like chrome wheels and VC seats…Are you blind Pete? Check out the other mods that Peter must 

have missed in”1962 Valiant Register Cars”. 

Oh yes, and we had elections and you basically got the committee you had previously.  

 

Colin Kenny-Levick 

President 
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“6” Degrees Of Seperation. 

Chantal Sneddon 

They say that through “friends of friends”, and 
their connections, you're only ever six degrees 
away from anyone in the world. Give it a go and 
you can whittle most of the famous ones down 
in just a few - I've worked out Nicole Kidman is 
just two degrees away, Princess Mary is just one, 
a person from a remote tribe in Africa or 
the Amazon may take more but essentially every 
time I've tried to test the theory it's never taken 
all six, and now with Facebook it's even less! 
 
But like the person in remote Africa, there are 
people who I've never thought about being   
connected to - people who have done or seen 
things, or been in places “at the right time”-   
experienced things and been at events which I'm 
sure would bore some people, but give other 
people a huge thrill.  
For me, learning some obscure “titbit” about my 
car incites a thrill, and last year....... 
I had that moment.  
 
It was my brother’s wedding, and my mum’s  
oldest friend, Betty Barter and her husband Jim, 
came down from Brisbane for the wedding and 
also when I had a closing the degrees of separa-
tion thrill . I do believe that others - and yes, I'm 
looking at you Vince Fuda - tried to claim it as 
their own ! Just for the record, this isn't anyone else’s “get out, cool moment”........... it's MINE. But I digress.  
 
Betty is the friend my mum always boasts about. The friend who was a little wild in her younger days,  the one 
my straight laced mum seems to think gives her “street cred” for knowing ( and in truth.... she does ).  
"Betty was a detective did you know that ?”. “Betty wore a leopard print bikini on Coogee beach and won a 
beauty contest.... did I tell you that ?”. “She was Miss Sun !”. “Did you know Betty was a stunt car driver and 
was Ava Gardener’s double in On The Beach ?". All are common quotes from my mum.  
Betty was also a Tax Accountant, but that doesn't bode boasting about.......again I digress. Back to my brother’s 
wedding.......... 
 
I'd taken the week off to help with stuff for the wedding and one job was picking up Jim and Betty from the 
airport. I used mum’s car rather than my Valiant 'Gillette', but they had heard about my "fancy car" and asked 
about it - what model it was, what colour etc. While chatting away Jim said he owned one "just like that",     
except his was black. Together Jim and Betty mused ( and I listened ) about their Valiant that they bought from 
the dealer on Flinders Street, and how Betty drove one at the launch when they lived in Adelaide.  

HOLD ON......... Back up a bit........ Betty did “whaaaat” ? 

Betty piped up that she was also the stunt driver double for Ava Gardener - “yes, yes I know that - and yes it's 
cool, but you claim you drove the first Valiant released in Australia at THE launch ?” 
 
WHO, WHAT, WHEN, WHY and HOW I demanded! 
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Well, in the 60’s Jim worked for Ampol and was stationed in Adelaide, and through his job he made a lot of    
connections in the automotive industry, one of which was Bob Sprod of Yorke Motors - Chryslers Distributor in 
Adelaide. One day they were chatting, and Sprod told Jim he had heard a rumour his wife was Betty Morgan “the 
stunt car driver”. Betty made a name for herself being associated with motor racing in the 50’s, and the           
possibility that Betty Morgan was Jims wife Betty Barter, was too exciting for poor Bob Sprod.  Jim confirmed she 
was indeed the same person and Bob had one of those thrilling, “degree closing moments”.  
Knowing he was launching the new "Valiant", he jumped at the opportunity of having "THE” Betty Morgan drive 
the car out from behind the curtain at the launch of the newest car - the “R” SERIES VALIANT. 
 
50 years later I had the same moment. 
 
Betty thought it was lovely ( and yes, probably a bit weird ) that I was so excited by that 5 minutes of her life 
when she has done so many other things which are noteworthy, but they have both indulged the Valiant geek in 
me. Jim said he could get hold of pictures from the event which they still had, and would send me copies - which 
they did as soon as they were home in Brisbane. They are proof indeed that my mums’ best friend drove my   
Gillette’s "big sister" at the launch of VALIANT in Australia.  
 
Some details from the launch......it was a glamorous event held on January 18, 1962 at the Highway Inn, which at 
the time was a very fashionable “out - of - town” hotel on the Anzac Highway at Plympton ( Incidentally, almost 
exactly half way between Chryslers Mile End Plant and their then soon to be built plant at Tonsley Park ). The car 
was officially unveiled by South Australia’s Premier, Sir Thomas Playford - and driven out by Betty. The hotel is 
still there though obviously nothing like it was back then. Its website gives no insight into the history that       
happened there in 1962. 
 

So now I find myself an echo of my mum: “Did you know Betty drove a Valiant....” 

Above : Betty Barter (nee Morgan) with Chantal. 

Left : Betty leaning on a an R Series Valiant at 

the Official Launch, January 18th 1962. 

Opposite Page : Betty driving an R Series Valiant 

through the curtains to mark the Official Launch 

of the model in Australia. 



 

 

All That’s Old Is New Again. Peter Morthen 

In our last magazine you may recall how I described the “parts scavenging 

frenzy” that took place at Vince Fudas place some time back. Vince was busy 

tossing useless bits of Valiant rubbish in the bin, and myself and cohorts 

were busy dragging those parts out of the bin, and into our boots.  

One such retrieval involved some old R&S armrests which silly Vince thought 

no-one could use. Not so......old man Pulo dived upon them and took them 

back to “Chalet  de Pulo”, and with some old “Valiant – head cunning”, 

showed what can become of old unwanted bits. The results can be seen in 

both the pictures, and the “grin like a split watermelon” on Big Johns face. 

 

It’s The “Wheel” Deal. Peter Morthen 

So.......when I did own a Valiant, from time to time I’d think about going back to original rims - because a good 

set of original hubcaps, the right dress rims and a thin whitewall look very nice on a car. But.......whenever I 

thought I’d found the “correct” wheels, I’d inevitably find out they were not actually R&S rims at all, but rather 

later model rims. All I knew was that the right rims were 14 inch diameter, and (I can’t believe I actually       

considered these), 4 1/2 inches wide - “cheesecutters” for want of a better term. So, how can you tell if it’s 

from a real early model Valiant ?  

It’s in the recesses around the wheel insert. The later ones have a thinner recess, whereas the earlier cars have 

a much wider recess. Sounds like “jibberish”...?? Have a look for yourself. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           “S” Series rim with wide recess.   Later model rims with narrower recess. 
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A Valiant In the Making. 

Ziggy Osiadacz 

To begin…..I’ve just dusted off the keys on my 

“Sejin 1994 keyboard” - part of an old Osbourne 

486 computer package that I bought a very long 

time ago. As a “resistant learner” to new technol-

ogy, it took me 2 years to get used to it’s many 

features. 

Any how, I’m not here to talk computers, but to 

let you know the story behind the making of - but 

not yet   complete -  Valiant I began building 27 

years ago. You may wonder “what took so long”? 

Some may say “to hell with it”, while others may think it’s only a 5 minute job. Let me assure you it’s not. 

When I look back at what I started with and where I am now, and the good people that I employed with all of 

the hiccups and backward steps that occurred, it will be a great pleasure to present this vehicle with pride at 

Club events.  

The car was purchased from a back yard in Fairymedow near Wollongong as a rolling shell. I think I had to sup-

ply the wheels to get it off the property. I vaguely remember seeing it on the Wollongong bypass as I drew near 

it but we split up with the car going over the overpass and myself going up Mt Ousley towards Sydney. I was 

driving my previous white S Series Val at the time.  The primer painted car was then sporting a 215 Hemi 6, as 

the K member engine mounts had been tampered with. The car remained in my back yard for about 15 years 

before attempting outsourcing the work. 

The majority of these models were sold by Catalina motors which were in Keira Street, where push bikes are 

now sold by “Wilsons”. I purchased the body in June 86 and tried to do repairs by making some sheet metal 

sections but when the car went to the panel beaters at “Kevin Horlock”. I requested new reproduction pieces 

be put in as I could purchase them from Queensland. This car also had a sunroof and was difficult to get any-

where near the shape back in the section after 2 attempts. Sunroof for your classic car? Don’t do it.  

The panel beater was closing down and he was in a hurry to finish my car but I didn’t want it done in a panic, so 

I took the car home in primer. It’s just as well too, because the second panel beater, Kevin Cullen of K&D 

Smash Repairs showed me some mistakes in the making before the 2 Pack paint went on. There were about 3 

to 4 trips back to improve work I wasn’t real happy with throughout the build stage. I also added a fuel flap to 

hide the cap and give the side a more flush look. The car sat at both panel beaters for about 4 years. This al-

lowed me to save up and pay for restorations. 

The engine was purchased in Feburary 86 and reconditioned 

by myself. The next stage was to send the car to Ray Webb at 

Pentastar Performance Parts to shoe horn in the power plant 

- a 318 V8 - but apparently these engines are more of a tow-

ing engine because of the small ports in the heads. I pulled 

the engine out of a VG hardtop which had hit a tree dead 

centre, crushing the radiator and destroying the vehicle. The 

engine was moved in and out 3 times before finding position 

and allowing a fan to be installed, and was painted Mopar 
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Blue. The tailshaft was remade shorter to suit but needed re

-measuring and remaking because of missed calculations. 

The steering rack was also stolen during modification and a 

new one purchased to replace the lost item. The firewall 

had to be cut and floor tunnel remade as these cars have 

greater room for left hand driven vehicles and the engine 

had to sit central in the engine bay. The sump was cut to 

allow rack & pinion steering. The steering shaft had to be 

shortened to accommodate a Commodore power rack. The car remained there for about a year. Costs were 

mounting and criticism from the family made things slow down. 

After remaining home for about 2 years the car needed a little attention, and it was time to look at the engine, 

so I removed the heads and had them made to run on gas. The car was then moved to Daryl Hinder of Leisure 

Coast Carburetors and I had small changes made to the camshaft - a 20/60 grind by Watson Cams at Peakhurst  

- and new Edelbrock Performer intake manifold in early 1986. Daryl was flat out working and the car remained 

there for about 2 years. It got a modified radiator, new electronic distributor, coil and leads, Commodore air 

conditioner, I modified the speedo cable, installed the heater and radio, overflow bottle, fitted Magna bucket 

seats, a new pulley to suit the flat belt air conditioner pump etc. Mind you, all was not good with the engine 

tune as it ran too rich at idle ( due to having wrong idle jets). Meanwhile…….the costs kept rising. 

The engine seemed to perform poorly with only 150 horses at the back wheels when on a Dynometer.  

It was time to move on though, and the brakes needed attention, but to compensate for the rich mixture in 

jetting it was noted that the brake booster had blown its diaphragm at Daryls and repairs had to be made. The 

rich jets remained as he was convinced that this rich idle was acceptable. The car arrived at Brake Mart for pip-

ing as well as new rear drums and a new master cylinder. It was all checked by running the engine of an adja-

cent car parked next to my Val. Why didn’t they ensure the booster was working properly? Braided lines were 

also installed and the car returned back to Daryls to have the bucket seats fitted.  

Luck was with me as an upholsterer, Merv Reid had a workshop was only across the street, and the car was 

moved there when the bucket seats had been fitted. Merv and his son Greg modified and made smaller the 

rear Magna seat, and also fitted carpet and the roof lining. He also installed boot carpet as well as rear and side 

partitions. The windscreen and rear glass were fitted by Kevin Josephson whilst at Mervs. A bead had to be in-

stalled into the top of the laminated screen as these new glass screens are narrower than the original safety 

glass screens. The screen and door glass was purchased through Liverpool Glass who sublet the door glass out 

to a car window specialist. 

The car was then brought home and the Holley 650 car-

buretor removed to find out why rich mixture smoke was 

emanating at the exhaust system. A trip to Hume Per-

formance at Liverpool soon saw the carby polished up 

and re-jetted to suit with 0.061 “ jets installed, instead of 

Daryls 0.066”Jets. The carby was also made gas friendly 

with non crushable floats etc. It was tested for me on 

their test 308 Holden engine which blew heaps of smoke, 

alarming the wife sitting in a car parked opposite. She 
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promptly told me not to pay for the carby. They told me that a final adjustment could be made when the car 

was roadworthy. The engine now runs normally. 

The exhaust had a couple of changes in the last 6 years with the original dual mid section in stainless pipe from 

my other car added, with ceramic coated extractors made by Steve of the Oak Flats Muffler Men. They were 

then coated by Comp Coatings in Guilford. These coatings reduce the external heat on the extractors and slow 

down the corrosion process of the metal. The tails of the exhaust system were remade then re-adjusted to suit 

a tow bar installation. 

Earlier this year the rear springs and shackles were removed and tensioned along with an extra spring leaf 

added to help sag that occurs over time on the earlier model Val’s. New Aussie made Monroe shocks were 

added along with front and rear sway bars. 

Back in March I welcomed Colin Money who helped install the bumper bars and door glass. While he was here 

he adjusted the bonnet catch and it now clicks to perfection. We put in new 1 inch front torsion bars which 

greatly improve the cars height, as I had little thread left on the torsion adjusting screws. Apparently the 

bumper bars “boomerang” when they are re-chromed through heat and buffing performed by the polisher. I 

stand corrected if this is not so. These were done by All Metal Bumpers in Ingleburn and rechromed twice 

more due to some scratches and re-chrome flaws. Should I also mention a patient wife who put up with all of 

the “too-ing and frowing” as the costs kept mounting ? 

 The car is now being checked by Paul at Power Torque Transmissions in Oakflats, who is doing an overall sum-

mary of all the work and replacing a bush at the rear of the transmission. This unit was overhauled in 1993 by 

Fleetbuilt, but looseness was discovered by checking the yoke tolerance at the end of the tail piece of the 

transmission. The steering connection bolts were incorrect due to poor workmanship at the time when it was 

installed. A differential saddle bolt was broken off and allowed to remain in the diff. This could have resulted in 

a major breakdown down the track from the gearbox re-conditioner who installed a limited slip Fairlane diff to 

my Valiant housing. The wheel pitch circle diameter on the axles were also changed to accommodate larger 

Charger wheel centres.   

More to tell in a later edition of the magazine.     Ziggy 
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2015 UPDATE : RIVER TO RALLY TOUR. 

Albury to “The Entrance” and Rally Headquarters at Norah Head. 

 

This “River to Rally” Tour is a precursor to the 6th National Rally and is designed to allow those attending “Chryslers on 
the Murray” to drive to the Rally as a group and see some sights along the way.  

 

Friday  13th  to Sunday 15th March 2015 

Get together for Australia’s largest Chrysler gathering, - “Chryslers on the Murray” - hosted by the Albury Wodonga 
Chrysler Club. 

Sunday 15th March 2015 

We are still canvassing our options as to when we depart Albury. One possibility is to leave after the presentation of     
trophies and drive to Wagga Wagga for an overnight stay. The advantage of this is to allow more time the following day  
visiting some of the many places of interest on the way. 

The other alternative is to stay at our existing Albury accommodation and depart early Monday morning. 

Monday 16th March 2015 

Today we drive to Cowra either from Wagga Wagga or Albury.  We will drive through Junee, Cootamundra and Young on 
the way. 

Today there are a lot of attractions we might visit. In Cootamundra there is Sir Donald Bradman's Birth Cottage, and the  
Australian Cricket Captains Busts in a local park, or Cootamundra Historic Museum & information centre. On arrival in 
Cowra there is of course the Japanese Gardens.                 

 Tuesday 17th March 2015 

After leaving Cowra we head to Bathurst via Blaney. At 
Bathurst we intend to do a lap or two around Mt Pano-
rama and visit the Race Track Museum. Then it is on to 
Katoomba via Lithgow and Blackheath for an overnight 
stay.  

There is much to see around Katoomba such as the Three 
Sisters at Echo Point and the Scenic Railway. We intend to 
fit in as much as possible today or Wednesday morning. 

Wednesday 18th March 2015 

After morning tea and the Blue Mountains sightseeing is over we head down the mountain looking at Sydney in the dis-
tance as we head for the 6th National Rally on the NSW Central Coast. 

It will be mostly divided road highway and expressway conditions but we will organise at least one stop most likely where 
the M1 motorway crosses the Hawkesbury River. 

After lunch it is plain sailing to The Entrance and Rally Headquarters at Norah Head. 
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Rally Headquarters 

1. Cabin HQ : Norah Head Holiday Park Cnr. Soldiers Point Drive and Victoria St Norah Head NSW (Entry off Victoria St.) 

2. Norah Head Bowling and Sports Club (known as the Sporties Club) Victoria St, Norah Head – Next to the Holiday Park 

2015 R&S National Rally Program 

Wednesday 18th March 2015 

Cars on the “River to Rally” Tour from Albury arrive at The Entrance and the Rally Headquarters at Norah Head. 

Thursday 19th March 2015 

The morning is at leisure. Sight-seeing, shopping or maybe car repairs and servicing may take your fancy.  

Rally committee members will be available at one or both of the Rally Headquarters from 10.00 AM to answer questions 
and hand out maps indicating where the local services are located and advise on local points of interest. For additional 
sightseeing information we suggest you visit the local tourist Information Centre in Marine Parade, The Entrance. Be sure 
to tell them you are here for the Rally. Lunch can be at a venue of own  choosing. 

4.00 PM Registration and “Meet and Greet dinner”.  

This will be held at Norah Head Sporties Club, Victoria St Norah Head. Cost for the dinner is to be pre-paid. Details will 
be on the entry form. On arrival cars will be directed into the grassed area behind the Club and lined up for display in 
model order.  

Entrants and their guests will be welcomed and directed into the club for registration as they arrive. Following registration 
their time is free to mingle and take advantage of the Sporties Club facilities until the Dinner at 6.00 PM. During the din-
ner the Rally program will be explained and any questions will be answered.  

Friday 20th March 2015 

Runs to : 

“Fighterworld” at Williamtown   http://www.fighterworld.com.au 

Fort Scratchley, in Newcastle.   http://www.fortscratchley.com.au 

 

Muster at Norah Head Sporties Club car park at 8.00 AM for 8.30 AM departure to Fighterworld.   

Trip maps will be supplied for the whole day. We will drive via Toukley, the M1 Expressway northbound, Hexham Bridge, 
Tomago Road to Williamtown where we will visit Fighterworld. Morning tea can be purchased on arrival. 

Fighterworld has a magnificent display of fighter aircraft and memorabilia and if we are lucky the F/A 18’s from the     
Williamtown airbase will be in action.   

We will need an early lunch, which will also be at Café Fighterworld, so we can depart at 1.30 PM.  
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 Following lunch we will depart at 1.30 PM and travel via Nelsons Bay Road, Stockton Bridge, Industrial Drive and 
the Newcastle Foreshore to Fort Scratchley, high on the hill overlooking Newcastle Harbour and Nobbys Beach. On the 
way we will pass the huge coal loaders on Kooragang Island and skirt the Newcastle business district and train station. 

On arrival at Fort Scratchley we are honoured to be given permission by the President of the Fort Scratchley Historical 
Society to actually drive into the Fort, and up to the very top where we will park on the Parade ground as a display. We 
will then have the opportunity to inspect the museum and if we like, participate in a tunnel tour.  

At 4.00 PM we will depart Fort Scratchley and travel via Newcastle Beach, Barr Beach, Charlestown and the Lake         
Macquarie towns of Belmont and Swansea, back to our accommodation. As we will strike a fair amount of traffic and 
lights due to peak hour we will not attempt to travel in convoy but instead suggest we make our own way back. 

Dinner can be at a venue of our own choosing. 

 

Saturday 21st March 2015 - R&S National rally DISPLAY DAY 

Memorial Park, “The Entrance”, with Presentation Dinner at the Magenta Shores Resort at Magenta 

Muster at Norah Head Sporties car park at 8.30 AM for 9.00 AM departure for the Display.  

It is hoped that with Police permission we will be able to drive in procession from Norah Head, via The Entrance Town 
centre on our way to Memorial Park for the display day.  On arrival cars will be directed so they are parked in model     
order. Memorial Park is a lovely grassed area adjacent to the Town Centre and beside Tuggerah Lake where it enters the 
sea. The shopping precinct is close by and there is a large variety of food outlets where lunch can be purchased.   

Judging will be by entrant’s choice and will be conducted during the day. The winners will be announced during the  
presentation of trophies at the Dinner later that night. The display will wind up at 3.00 PM so we can return to our       
accommodation. 

The Presentation Dinner is at the Magenta Shores Resort - 1 Magenta Drive Magenta NSW. (off the Central Coast Hwy) 
(Magenta is approximately midway between The Entrance and Norah Head).  

There are several car parks within the complex or if you prefer you can organise your own bus or taxi transport. 

 The evening will begin at 6.30 PM with drinks on the lawn overlooking the lake and golf course. Following drinks at 7.00 
PM we will move up to the Ballroom for the dinner and presentation of prizes. Some raffles and an auction will also be 
conducted.  

There will also be the formalities of handing over the banner to the host Club of the 7th National Rally.  The cost for the 
dinner is to be prepaid. Details will be on the entry form.  

The dinner is to wind up by 11.00 PM.  Smart casual dress for the dinner would be appreciated. 

Sunday 22nd March 2015  Farewell breakfast and the farewell lunch at “Lost in the 50’s”.  

The day starts with breakfast at Norah Head Sporties Club. It will be served between 8.00 AM and 9.30 AM. Cost for the 
breakfast is to be prepaid. Details will be on the entry form. It is requested that all cars going for the run are to be parked 
in The Sporties Club car park prior to breakfast in readiness for leaving on the run. 
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At 10.00 AM we will depart Norah Head and travel back in time to “Lost in the 50’s” and visit their museum with over 45 
classic cars on display. http://www.lostinthe50s.com.au 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We will then drive through Toukley to the M1 Freeway and again head north toward Newcastle. We exit the Freeway at 
the Cardiff off ramp into George Booth Drive then left into Cameron Park Drive after crossing over the freeway.  

“Lost in the 50’s” is nearby. Maps will be supplied for the trip and to show the exact location. We should arrive there 
about 11.00 AM.  Not only will we see a large collection of 50’s and early 60’s American cars but also displays of Ameri-
can 50’s memorabilia. An American style lunch will be served at own cost (so you can choose what you eat) and we will 
be entertained with 50’s music and      dancing. 

After the lunch and inspections are over, we will thank you for attendance and suggest we meet again somewhere in 
2018 for the 7th National Rally.  

Warwick Nicklin 
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Inspection Run – 7th July 2013 

It was that time of the year again for all the members who had cars on Historic Registration - time to meet up and get 
their paperwork sighted and signed so that they could all pay their rego renewals for the year. The venue as usual was 
Lake Parramatta. I think this was the first year I didn’t get a phone call from someone who had gone to Parramatta Park 
by mistake. 

As a pleasant change from previous years, the Sunday morning was bright and sunny, instead of the usual dreary fog and 
chill that has greeted us in the past when we’ve gone to this run. When Claire and I arrived, Warwick & Jan were already 
there in their S Series, and John & Sue were there in their R. Mike Benson’s son John had just arrived in Mike’s S series, 
with his female companion (I won’t say girl friend, or should that be “girlfriend” ?). We were joined by Colin Money, and 
Colin Kenny-Levick in their R’s, as well as Craig Downes in the Purple Passion machine. With Peter Morthen having sold 
his car a couple of months ago, we weren’t required to be subjected to his company for the morning. 

Kathryn Williams arrived a short time later in her S to get her paperwork completed as she is  putting her car on club 
plates this year. With the rising costs of regular registration and insurance, it seemed the logical thing to do for Kathryn 
and also myself this year. Adding up the costs involved it would have been over $1,200 to register and insure my S Series 
this year, and when you consider I had travelled a total of just over 500 miles in it since my pink slip last year, it didn’t 
make sense to continue with full rego. 

Once everyone’s paperwork had been completed, Colin Kenny-
Levick began to perform some sort of contortionist trick in order 
to get under the dash of Kathryn’s car to check a malfunctioning 
speedo. After checking everything was in it’s rightful place under 
the dash, he and Kathryn did a couple of laps of the carpark to 
see if the problem was fixed, but it appeared the problem went 
deeper than a loose cable. 

After the entertainment was over, and coffees had been drunk, it 
was time to call it a day and make our separate ways home. Claire 
and I drove into the city and home again, making the most of 
driving my car for the last time before undertaking an engine   
removal and engine bay tidy up. 

 

Paul McCurley 
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 It’s About Time ! 

This year it has been twenty years since I first bought my S series.  

Some time prior to me buying it the previous owner had had it    

resprayed in the original Gloster Grey, and apart from some minor 

touch-ups over the time I have had it, that paint is still on the car 

and still polishes up nicely. However, when the car was resprayed it 

was only painted on the outside. Under the bonnet and inside the 

door jambs is still in the original paint and for the last twenty years I 

have not liked opening the doors or the bonnet to see how untidy it 

was. I have always been told by anyone who stopped to look what a 

nice car I have, but in my heart I always knew what it was like under 

the bonnet. Whilst I have done whatever was necessary to keep the 

car from deteriorating as much as I could, there were several oil leaks that weren’t going to get any better without some 

major effort. So the engine had to come out. No point pulling the engine out and putting it back in again without tidying  

things up a bit, so I decided it was time to make the car as good as it could be, and make the engine bay look as good as 

the rest of the car does. Over the next few issues of the magazine I will document the process. 

So after making the decision to go ahead the first step was to pull the engine out and start dismantling the engine bay. 

After taking the car to the Inspection Run to Lake Parramatta, I parked it in the carport to cool, and then started to pull it 

apart. Having never undertaken a large scale project like this I enlisted the help of Peter “It’s easy as - I’ve done it a      

million times” Morthen. So on the Monday morning I started pulling parts off the car in preparation of removing the   

engine. I removed the battery, battery tray, horns, radiator, grille and grille surround. As I removed each item I            

photographed the part along with all the nuts, bolts and screws that held it on, in order to have a frame of reference to 

reassemble it. As I disconnected each plug in the wiring harness, I wrapped a small piece of masking tape around near 

the connector and labelled it with a black marker pen so that I knew where it went to. By the time Peter arrived it was 

ready to start unbolting the engine. 

We unbolted the bonnet from the hinges and put it aside. I accepted 

Peter’s offer to get under the car and get dirty undoing the bolts. After a 

little effort the engine was sitting freely in the engine bay. We hooked 

the chain onto the engine crane and started to lift the engine free,  

shaking it loose of the locating pegs on the transmission and moving it 

forward as it went up, and soon the dirty, oily engine was swinging 

above the car. We bolted it to the engine stand and lowered it to the 

ground, then pushed it to the side. 

Over the next couple of days I was on my own, and ready to continue 

pulling things apart. I started with the transmission. After removing the 

shift, park and speedo cables, oil lines and park brake cable, I unbolted 

the transmission. I slid a creeper board under the gearbox and lowered 

it down, then just wheeled the creeper board out from under the car. 

After disconnecting the park and head lights connectors in the wiring harness, and removing the starter relay, horn relay, 

ballast resistor and alternator regulator, I was able to pull all the wiring back through the firewall into the car and out of 

the way. I then removed the dash bezel and disconnected the speedo cable, removed the park and shift cables from the 

shift mechanism, disconnected the park brake cable from the handle and removed all the cables from the car. I unbolted 

the brake lines from the master cylinder and removed them, then the master cylinder itself. This just left the steering box 

and idler arm. I disconnected the pitman arm, removed the steering column, and unbolted the steering box, then        

removed the idler arm. Now the only thing left poking through the firewall were the master cylinder bolts, so I went back 

behind the dash and unbolted the mounting bracket and pulled it out from the firewall.  
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The engine bay was now completely bare. 

At this point I realised that while I was this far into 
having the dash pulled apart, it would probably make 
sense to do a couple of other jobs at the same time. I 
had intended to fit a new windscreen rubber and 
windscreen. I had also planned to    repaint the dash 
board.  
Seeing as how the windscreen has to come out to 
remove the dashboard, and the dashboard was al-
ready half pulled apart, it doesn’t make any sense to 
me to put it all back together, only to pull it all apart 
again in the future. It is not hard to see how some 
people pull a car apart to do some quick tidying up, 
and end up doing a full restoration.  
One thing leads to another and before you know it 
the car is completely dismantled. Next issue - fun 
with paint stripper.   

                Paul McCurley 
 

More Shonky “touch-ups” for your Valiant. 

 

PROBLEM.........The rubber seal where the accelerator linkage goes through the firewall is broken and split.  

NO PROBLEM ..........the good news is that it looks a little like the rubber off the end of a brake wheel cylinder. The      
important part is the nylon bush on the inside as this is what is needed to centre the shaft.  

So....... I thought why not try and apply the rubber by glueing it to the existing bracket and remaining rubber ? 

 

Using black silicone I glued the   rubber back together and then glued the brake rubber on top. 

 

 

Generally, it’s only the external rub-
ber that can be seen in the engine 
bay that wears away. 

 

Placed next to the ratty, old original 
one, it looks pretty good, and once 
installed gives that “as new” look. 

 

Mike Sidney 

 

* Editors 2 cents worth........ 

Also try replacing the whole thing 
with an upper front shock bush...... 
Fits nice and takes up all the slack. 
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“WELCOME”.....To Our Newest Member 

John Lambkin joined our Club whilst attending the Wake Run at Canton Beach during the first weekend in August.  

He tells me he is now retired after spending 36 years in the Police Force. John lives in Porcupine Lane at Tintinhull -  

“Tintinhull”-  I hear you ask ! I thought he was having me on ! Well, let me tell you it does exist. I looked it up onm 

Google, and sure enough, it checks out.  

Tintinhull is about 12 kms North of Tamworth and Porcupine Lane exists as well. 

John lives on a property of 27 acres where he looks after 2 Alpacas and plays with cars. His passion has always been    

Valiants, having owned several including an AP5, a Pacer and even an E49 Charger. He finally saw the light though and 

purchased one of the most sought after and collectible of all Valiant models -  an “S” Series. 

The “S” is a 3 speed manual, with body number SV1 – 2 – 3311. It’s Blue - or more specifically Light Spruce - in colour and 

according to John is in “pretty good nick”. This car does not appear on the “R&S” Register as yet but I am sure Peter will 

remedy that. 

John, we look forward to hopefully seeing you and your car when there is a suitable run. If not, there’s always the 6th  
National Rally in 2015. 

    Warwick Nicklin 
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www.1962valiants.com/register/listlist.html 

1962 Valiant Register cars…………… 
More pictures of cars that have been entered on our online R&S VALIANT REGISTER. All the cars on the list 

have been submitted by their owners and are arranged according to their Body Numbers. This month, we have 

the following : 

RV1 - 4 - 242 

Owner : Andrew Burgess is from Geeveston in beautiful, 
sunny Tasmania. He got his shining black Valiant back in 
2010, and aside from a couple of changes like chrome 
wheels and VC seats, says it remains “pretty” authentic. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SV1 - 4 - 4499 

Owner : “Andre” currently has this car advertised as 

being “For Sale”, but included it on the Register a 

couple of weeks back. Anyone that’s interested can 

contact him on 041867524. It’s in Sydney by the 

way, and needs a “little” work. 

 

**** Late Inclusion **** 

FOR SALE..... “S” Series Valiant, motor and 

auto reconditioned 18 years ago. Includes spare 

panels, bumpers, screens and an “R bootlid.      

2 owner car—UNFINISHED PROJECT.   

Asking - $4,000  

Contact : Bruce  Telfa  on  0243971395  or  Colin 

Money  on  0418 696 830  
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Minutes - General Meeting – 1
st

 July, 2013 

 

Meeting Opened:  8:03 pm chaired by Colin Kenny-Levick 

Members Present:  Colin Kenny-Levick, Paul McCurley, John & Sue Pulo, Colin Money, David Smith, Bob Nix, Tony 
Borg and Warwick & Jan Nicklin 

Apologies:  Peter Morthen, Craig Downes, Kostas Mihail, Charles Dimech and George Skondrianos 

Minutes 03/06/13: Minutes of the previous meeting were read by Paul, accepted on the motion of Colin M, sec-
onded by David 

Treasurer’s Report: Warwick - credit balance of $7,518.53 at 30/06 after income of $439.01 and expenses of 
$120.00. (Cheque account – $1,969.45, Term deposit $5,549.08, National Rally A/C $550.00). 
Warwick advised he had paid Laberton for a name badge but would defer seeking reimburse-
ment until it was a worthwhile amount.  

 Warwick requested that the long standing procedures relating to payments for spare parts and 
Club Merchandise be adhered to, namely  

  1) Goods must be paid for before delivery unless prior authorised arrangements are made. 

 2) No delivery can be made without a written invoice or delivery docket. 

 3) Invoices are to be numbered sequentially. One set for Spare Parts and another for Club Mer-
chandise.  

 John volunteered to purchase two triplicate Invoice books for use by the Spare parts Officer and 
the Club Merchandise Officer. Report was accepted on the motion of Colin K-L, and seconded by 
Paul 

Membership Report: No change. Membership stands at 59 plus 4 life members, making a total of 63 

Correspondence In: Cheque for $15 from Lou Athan for Eastern Creek Display Day entry 

 Money order for $70 from Lynette Craig for spare parts and letter thanking club 

 Letter from David Snape of NRMA confirming support of National Rally by sponsorship of tro-
phies and supply of rally bags 

 Shannons Melbourne Auction on 01/07/13 

 Collectormania Toy and Hobby fair at Penrith Panthers on 14/07/13 

 Chrysler Wake Run at Canton Beach on 02-04/08/13 

 Kruise and Shine from Coffs Harbour to Nelsons Bay from 14-21/09/13 

 Motoring Expo at Australian Motorlife Museum on 6/10/13 

 Clever Products apparel and promotional items – Rachael Smith phone 9838 7200 

Magazines In: R & S Club of Victoria – June 2013 

 R & S Club of Australia (WA) – April-June 2013 

 Chrysler Restorers' Club – June 2013 

 Hunter Valley Chrysler Club – April/May 2013 

Corres. Out: Email to Kathryn Williams re club registration 

Editor’s Report: Sue mentioned that David Snape (NRMA) and Geoff Sarkies (R&S Vic) both commented on the 

quality of our magazine. Neville Telford notified Peter that his magazine was missing the centre 

spread of pages. John sent a replacement copy to Neville, no other members reported any prob-

lems. Warwick queried publication of Minutes before they had been presented to the meeting. 

Paul advised that the minutes are emailed to the committee for assessment prior to publication 

and Sue mentioned that it was better for members whose only contact is via the magazine to re-

ceive the Information in the minutes (such as correspondence and Events information) sooner 

rather than later. It was agreed that this method was acceptable as long as minutes had been 

emailed to committee members for response prior to publication 

ACD Report: Colin K-L advised he would attend all the meetings 

Events Report: Run to Goulburn on 16
th
 June was cancelled due to no one being available to attend. 

 Next run Inspection Run 7
th
 July meet at Lake Parramatta at 10.00 am. 

 Chrysler Wake Run Canton Beach 2
nd

 – 4
th
 August. 

 Eastern Creek Display Day 18
th
 August for ticket holders 
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Club Plates:  Kathryn Williams has enquired about club rego. Paul has emailed documents. Inspection Run 
date is 7

th
 July, meet at Lake Parramatta at 10.00 am 

Spare Parts: Warwick tabled stock report. Sales of $230 in parts and $74 in merchandise recorded for the last 
month. Colin M has undertaken a stocktake for the end of financial year and will meet with War-
wick to reconcile with previous stock report. Some parts were sold at the meeting 

General Business: Bob Nix advised Bruce Bull won best Q/R/S at the Midstate Mopars in Bendigo. 

National Rally: Warwick, Colin M and John to travelled to Fighterworld to discuss plans with management and 
spoke to the café operators re Friday lunch. They also investigated a possible run through New-
castle on the way back, but decided it was probably better if this was left to entrant’s own choice. 
Discussion was had re maps and detailed map instructions for the runs. They also visited Norah 
Head Sports Club, Magenta Shores and Memorial Park. Colin K-L advised that he, Craig and 
Paul would discuss sponsorship details at the Inspection Run  

Next Meeting: AGM, Monday, 5
th
 August, 2013 at 8:00 pm    

Meeting Closed: 9:50 pm 

 

Minutes - General Meeting – 5
th

 August, 2013 

Meeting Opened:  8:06 pm chaired by Colin Kenny-Levick 

Members Present:  Colin Kenny-Levick, Paul McCurley, John & Sue Pulo, Colin Money, David Smith, Barrie Osborn, 
Craig Downes, Charles Dimech, Bev Mullins, George Skondrianos and Warwick Nicklin 

Apologies:  Peter Morthen, Bob Nix, Tony Borg and Jan Nicklin 

Minutes 03/06/13: Read by Paul, accepted on the motion of Colin M, seconded by Colin K-L 

Treasurer’s Report: Warwick showed a credit balance of $7,532.55 at 31/07 after income of $14.02 and no expenses. 
(Cheque account – $1,983.47, Term deposit $5,549.08, National Rally A/C $550.00). 

 Warwick requested permission to pay invoices for Smart Artists (website), Brian Wunsche Centre 
 (meeting room hire) Department of Fair Trading (lodgement of annual return) and reimbursement 
 to himself for stamps and envelopes. Report accepted on the motion of Barrie, seconded by Paul  

Membership Report: No change. Membership stands at 59 plus 4 life members, making a total of 63. Membership 
renewal forms have been posted 

Correspondence In: Tax Invoice for $74.40 from Brian Wunsch Centre for meeting room hire July to Sept 2013 

 Thank you card from Craig Downes / Shannons Sydney Auction 21/07/13 / National Trust         
Centenary of Canberra Rally from Jervis Bay 19-20/10/13 / Marulan Driver Training Centre      
activities – info@mdtc.com.au or phone 4841 1422 / Allstar Graphics custom apparel, Portland, 
Victoria – sales@asgraphics.com.au / Email from CMC re return of any outstanding raffle tickets 
prior to Eastern Creek Display Day where it will be drawn. 

Magazines In:  R & S Club of Victoria – July 2013 

  Queensland R & S Club – July-August 2013 

  R & S Club of SA – June and July 2013 

  Chrysler & Valiant Owners' Assoc – June-July-August 2013 

  Dodge Owners' Car Club – July-August-September 2013 

  Hunter Valley Chrysler Club – June/July 2013 

  Albury-Wodonga Chrysler Club – June and July 2013 

Corres. Out:  Membership renewals 

ACD Report: No Club Displays this year R&S Club asked to manage parking “as cars arrive”. 

Events Report: Inspection Run 7
th
 July to Lake Parramatta attended by 8 cars. 

 Chrysler Wake Run Canton Beach attended by 7 members over various parts of the weekend. 
119 cars attended in total 

 Next run Eastern Creek Display Day 18
th
 August for ticket holders 

Club Plates:  4 of the 5 cars from last year renewed (Peter having sold his car). Kathryn Williams and Paul 
McCurley have applied to join the HCRS 

Spare Parts: Colin M tabled stock report for parts and merchandise. Sales of $191 in parts and $21 in mer-
chandise recorded for the last month. Rear indicator lenses for both R & S, and front park lenses 
showing little or no stock. Colin M to arrange an order 
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General Business: George will be unable to attend the next ACD meeting. Colin K-L will attend. Colin M has contact 
details for a guy selling an S Series (project car with lots of parts). Craig asked for suggestions 

for next year’s runs 

National Rally: Warwick, Colin M and John made a trip to Lost in the 50’s and spoke to the owner regarding     
Sunday activities. He advised he can arrange a food vendor to be onsite selling US style food, as 
well as a live band and dancers for $300. It was decided we should go ahead with the                 
entertainment however concern was raised about the current food vendor by several members that 
attended with the Wake Run. It was noted the food van was for sale, which may explain the poor 
food and Warwick agreed to speak to Lost in the 50’s. They also made a dummy run through   
Newcastle to Fort Scratchley and spoke with the President of the Historical Society. He has offered 
to let us park in the Fort, on the Parade Grounds, at no charge. The only cost involved would be if 
participants chose one of the tours on offer, which it was agreed would be at their own cost.      
Warwick spoke with the Sporties Club and asked them for a quote to supply breakfast on the    
Sunday morning. Discussion was had re Rally program. Colin M advised he has secured some  
local mechanical workshops to be “on call” for the weekend. Warwick will put together promotional 
material in two formats, one as an article for publishing in the magazine, and one as a flyer. 

Next Meeting: Monday, 2
nd

 September, 2013 at 8:00 pm    

Meeting Closed: 9:34 pm 

 

Annual General Meeting – 5
th

 August 2013 

Meeting Opened:  9.35 p.m. chaired by Colin Kenny-Levick (President). 

Present:  Colin Kenny-Levick, Paul McCurley, John & Sue Pulo, Colin Money, David Smith, Barrie Osborn, 
Craig Downes, Charles Dimech, Bev Mullins, George Skondrianos and Warwick Nicklin 

Apologies:  Peter Morthen, Bob Nix, Tony Borg and Jan Nicklin 

Minutes: Paul read the minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on 6
th
 August 2012, which were ac-

cepted on the motion of Sue, seconded by Colin K-L 

Financial Report: Warwick tabled a Financial Statement for the year to 30/6/13, which also showed comparison     
figures for the previous year ended 30/6/12.  Income of $4,938.08 was greater than the expenses of 
$3,494.24, with the closing balance being $7,518.53. The Financial Statement was accepted on the 
motion of Colin K-L, seconded by Sue. 

  Warwick tabled the Annual Return, which will be lodged by him with the Office of Fair Trading. 

Election: Colin vacated the chair and declared all positions vacant.  Paul called for nominations for all        
positions, which were received as follows:  

Position   Nominees    Elected 

President   Colin Kenny-Levick   Colin Kenny-Levick 

Vice President   Paul McCurley    Paul McCurley 

Secretary   Paul McCurley    Paul McCurley 

Treasurer   Warwick Nicklin   Warwick Nicklin 

Membership Officer   Warwick Nicklin   Warwick Nicklin 

Events Director    Col Money, Craig Downes Craig Downes 

Assistant Events Director  Col Money    Col Money 

Club Plates Registrar   Paul McCurley    Paul McCurley 

Public Relations Officer / Editor Peter Morthen    Peter Morthen 

Spare Parts Officer   Col Money    Col Money 

Public Officer    George Skondrianos   George Skondrianos 

Internet Officer    Peter Morthen    Peter Morthen 

Property Officer / Librarian  John Pulo    John Pulo 

2014 All Chrysler Day Delegates Colin Kenny-Levick   Colin Kenny-Levick 

     George Skondrianos   George Skondrianos 

Council of Motor Clubs Delegates  Craig Downes    Craig Downes 

   Charles Dimech   Charles Dimech 

 

Meeting closed: 10:00 pm 
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